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About This Game

TROUBLE ON PLANET LUCETIA!

The prince has been kidnapped. The royal guard, known as Renova, has gone missing.
Aether has returned... As Magnetta, only you have the power to stop him!

Magnetta is a side-scrolling action game in the vein of classic NES titles.
Jump, shoot, slide and blast your way through unique and challenging levels as you collect new weapons and upgrades, hunt

down secret areas, and defeat your enemies to ensure peace in the galaxy.

You'll need to master every skill at your disposal if you're going to climb Aether's tower and take him out once and for all!
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Fight your way through scrambled up levels in the Glitch, where the tilesets shift and change around you. Everything looks like
you've got a dirty cartridge, and you'll need to know what you're doing to make it through and rescue your friends.

Time Trials:
The game keeps track of your fastest times on each level. You can return to levels you've already cleared and take them on again

with new weapons and abilities, so find hidden shortcuts and master the best tricks for the fastest times.
Magnetta also supports online leaderboards, so your friends can see how much better you are.

Speed Run Mode:
Once you've mastered the game and shaved down your level times, take what you've learned into Speedrun Mode. This mode

clocks a continuous time for a full game playthrough. Don't mess up, there are no do-overs here.

Challenge Mode: Take on a range of themed challenges. Do you have what it takes to clear them all?

Unlockable Extras: Find collectible circuits throughout the game to unlock extra stuff like cosmetic changes or bonus abilities.

Cusomizable Controls: Play the way you want.

Filtering Options: Play in pixel perfect or add scanlines and anisotropic filtering to recreate the look of playing on a CRT

8 Unlockable Weapons: Destroy your enemies and traverse the levels in new ways

Bestiary: Find and destroy all enemy types to complete your bestiary. Check for other info like weaknesses, kill count, and little
flavor text.
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Authentic Soundtrack: These songs sound the part, and could play on actual NES hardware.
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Title: Magnetta
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Heliocentric Studios
Publisher:
Heliocentric Studios
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016
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100+ hours into this game and yes i love everything in this game.
i love how A19 telling about old experience in A17,A18 if you played those before you gonna enjoy reading them
because it give good old memory.

if you ask do you think is game worth to spend 40-50$
i do say "yes it worth spend for ending of this series"

also this game make happy and cry a lot.. Nice hidden object game. The graphics and animation are better than most in the
genre. The story is a bit trite, but overall the game is worth playing if you like HOGs.. Klang is great klang is fast and
Klingklang is a pokemon.. Cool game! In this game you have to think.. This game is the waste of money.
I tried to like it but it is no good at all.
The first few level is fun. However, after the first 5 level, the game is getting harder and repetitive.
There is no real different between the power of each god. No new strategy.

Not recommend. Even at the discount I still miss my money.

Over all this is a waste of time and money. pros:

game minus controls

cons:

controls. Wow....This game is sooo far from finished and not even everything in English...bugs bugs, nonexistent UI.

Let me clarify since my initial review was typed with 1 hand while multi-tasking...

This game is the worst pile of steaming crap i have ever even seen. Half baked doesnt even begin to describe the state of this
game. UI is totally non-existent and you cant even read anything because not only is half of everything still in russian but it
overlaps the tooltips and info into a jumbled mess. The initial station level features a maze of identical hallways and rooms that
repeat the textures and confuse you completely. I am just lucky i guess that i only spent 2.99 on this but still not sure why after
only say 15min i wasnt able to refund it from steam....whatever.. outstanding game. I Nominated for an award. Very relaxing
<3..great graphics..great game play and controls
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Best 5$ you'll spend on VR game. Totaly worth it!. If you liked the first Final Fantasy and you are looking for more games with
similar mechanics, you will love Last Dream, as I do.
There are a few tweaks and improvements but do not expect anything new on the gameplay side.
It's an ode to FF1 gameplay, with some inspiration and references to FF2 (US numbering).
If their goal making this game was to do the perfect FF1 clone, in my opinion they achieved it!

I really like how the game lets you customize your party like FF1 (with more class choices) but at the same time delivers a
strong story like the following FF. I took my time playing this game (on hard, save anywhere) and spent at least 100 hours on it,
so I would say it's totally worth the full price. I didn't even complete all side quests, and could try a harder difficulty with
different classes, plenty of unlocked achievements, etc. My point is there's plenty of content and some replay value.

Cons:
- Controller support could have been better. Cannot use cross (must use thumb stick), customize options doesn't make sense and
when you figure it out it doesn't allow you to choose from all the buttons you would want. So basically you better just learn to
use the default mapping, it works though it's a bit unusual (confirm with X, switch characters with start and select instead of
triggers...)
- This kind of game is repetitive by nature, and fights can often be either too difficult or too easy. I just want to mention it, it's
not really a con because that's what this game is supposed to be.

Pros:
- Customization of start party and levelups
- Customization of difficulty and save settings, for more/less old-school challenge.
- Classic turn based combat
- Awesome music (classic composers remixed on electric guitar: checked!)
- Great story, original and different although inspired by FF.
- A lot of content: side quests, crafting, fishing, arena, etc.. Fairly simple physics smasher in the style of Angry Birds.
Colorful and bright visuals but fairly uninteresting enemies.
Controls\/implementation for powers are not ideal and are not fun.
This game is fine, but probably a tad too expensive for what it is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RWGLtbFdHIU. This is not an overly difficult game but it was really enjoyable. The story and setting are so
engrossing that you could easily play through to the end in a single day just because you can't get away from it. Games like this
are really revitalising the point and click genre.. I remember playing this game 3 years ago but still in RAW. What a suprise that
Nekonyan decided to license this to english market. I really love all Yuzusoft stories, and to see a quality english release of this
gem really excited me!

It's lighthearted, all the girls are cute, and funny as heck! Worth your buy, mi amigo!
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